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Displacement Current in Domain Walls of Bismuth Ferrite
Sergey Prosandeev1,2, Yurong Yang1, Charles Paillard 1 and L. Bellaiche1

In 1861, Maxwell conceived the idea of the displacement current, which then made laws of electrodynamics more complete and
also resulted in the realization of devices exploiting such displacement current. Interestingly, it is presently unknown if such
displacement current can result in large intrinsic ac current in ferroic systems possessing domains, despite the flurry of recent
activities that have been devoted to domains and their corresponding conductivity in these compounds. Here, we report first-
principles-based atomistic simulations that predict that the transverse (polarization-related) displacement currents of 71° and 109°
domains in the prototypical BiFeO3 multiferroic material are significant at the walls of such domains and in the GHz regime, and, in
fact, result in currents that are at least of the same order of magnitude than previously reported dc currents (that are likely extrinsic
in nature and due to electrons). Such large, localized and intrinsic ac currents are found to originate from low-frequency vibrations
at the domain walls, and may open the door to the design of novel devices functioning in the GHz or THz range and in which
currents would be confined within the domain wall.
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INTRODUCTION
Domain walls in ferroic materials have attracted a lot of interest
because they exhibit enhanced or potentially new properties,1

such as high conductivity2–5 or even low-temperature super-
conductivity,6 as compared to the heart of domains or to bulks.
They also exhibit new functionalities, and may serve as nanoscale
chemical reactors7 or as information carriers in racetrack memory
architectures.8 Such walls are interfaces bridging two domains
with different orientation of the ferroic order parameter, for
instance domains of alternating polarization. For example and
because of the rhombohedral symmetry of its R3c ground state,
three types of neutral domain walls (DWs) can occur in the
intensively investigated BiFeO3 (BFO) multiferroic system (inside
which polarization and magnetic ordering coexist at room
temperature): 71°, 109° and 180° domains, each denoting the
angle between the polarization directions on each side of the
wall. Such domains were characterized using modern nanoscale
techniques such as piezoforce microscopy.9,10 Interestingly, it was
observed that several of those domain walls exhibit larger static
conductivity than their adjacent domains by one or more orders
of magnitude, even if the domain wall is globally neutral.2–4,11–13

The origin of the increase in conductivity of the domain wall
remains however disputed. Among possible cause, the flexo-
electric and potential deformation effects have been invoked to
result in band bending at the domain wall, subsequently resulting
in local accumulation of free carriers at the DW.14 A similar idea of
local band-gap reduction at the DW was put forward in ref. 15, but
revoked in latter ab initio studies.16,17 Many works have also
considered that defects would play an important role in the
enhanced conductivity of DWs.3 Indeed, it was recently revealed
that charged defects accumulate at DWs in BFO,18 giving further
proofs in favor of an extrinsic nature of the conductivity of neutral
domain walls. As a result, conductivity of DWs may be

extremely dependent on the synthesis and processing steps, as
demonstrated by the loss of conductivity of BFO samples
prepared in oxygen-rich atmosphere,3 which may render the
application of conductive DWs difficult at an industrial scale.
Rather, finding, understanding and eventually being able to tailor
an intrinsic mechanism of conduction in DWs would be extremely
beneficial towards their large-scale application.
Moreover, two recent studies investigated the ac conductivity of

some oxides,19,20 by employing a scanning microwave impedance
microscope. Both of these studies found a strong increase of the
conductivity at microwave frequencies, as compared to dc
conductivity. Note that the nature of this conductivity can be
different, as discussed in refs.19,20. In particular, Tselev et al.19

mostly considered defect-related ac conductivity. On the other
hand, ref. 20 discusses the possibility of bound-charge oscillation
rather than free-carrier conduction. Such possibility is physically
plausible since displacement currents, caused by the oscillatory
motion of bound polarization charges under an oscillating electric
field, have the potential to lead to an intrinsic mechanism of
conduction, i.e., not related to defects a priori.21 In our minds,
there are questions related to displacement currents that need to
be addressed. First of all, is the domain wall a better conductor
than the domains under an ac exciting field? Secondly, how does
it compare to currents of electronic origin, whose magnitude can
in a first approximation be taken as that of the dc current reported
in experiments? Answering those questions in BFO, by means of
an atomistic effective Hamiltonian approach,22–25 is the main
focus of this article. In a first time, it will be shown that
displacement currents are indeed larger at the DW than inside
the domains. Secondly, an original layer-by-layer decomposition
of the dielectric response will demonstrate that the DW exhibits
extra-modes of excitation as compared to the bulk, therefore
providing new excitation channels. We also compare the
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displacement current to dc currents reported in the literature, and
predict that displacement currents can be a sizable contribution to
the total current in the GHz and THz ranges, which may therefore
be put in use to design original devices operating in these
frequencies.

RESULTS
Effective Hamiltonian
We employ here the effective Hamiltonian method developed in
ref. 26 within Molecular Dynamics (MD) technique,27,28 in order to
investigate dynamics of domain walls in BiFeO3 bulks being under
ac electric fields. Technically, this effective Hamiltonian includes
the following degrees of freedom: (1) the local modes ui in each 5-
atom unit cell i that are centered on the Bi sites and that are
proportional to the electric dipole moment of this cell; (2) the
homogeneous strain tensor, η; (3) local dimensionless displace-
ments vectors, vi, defining the inhomogeneous strain;29,30 (4) the
pseudo-vector ωi, which is centered on Fe ions and represents
oxygen octahedral tiltings (also known as antiferrodistortive (AFD)
distortions) in unit cell i.31 For instance, ωi= 0.1 (x+ y+ z), where
x, y and z are the unit vectors along the three pseudo-cubic
<001> directions, characterizes the tilting of the oxygen
octahedron centered around the Fe site i by 0.1

ffiffiffi
3

p
radians

about the pseudo-cubic [111] direction; and (5) the local magnetic
moments mi that are also centered on the Fe ions and whose
magnitudes are equal to 4μB—as consistent with ab initio
simulations32 and experiments.33 Note that we adopt a G-type
antiferromagnetic structure here, as commonly found in BiFeO3

films.34 We also concentrate on results at the temperature of 10 K
for better statistics and to extract domain wall energies. Note also
that the depth of the lattice potential (which is important to
describe DW dynamic) should be well reproduced by the present
model Hamiltonian since such model provides a very accurate
Curie temperature for BFO bulks.26

Relaxed domains
We practically consider two types of domain walls, namely 109°
domains versus 71° domains, mainly because ref. 11 found that
these domain walls are rather different in the sense that the 71°
domains were measured to be much less conductive than the
109° domains for static or kHz conditions. A 20 × 10 × 10 periodic
supercell is selected to represent the 109° domains. Figure 1a, b
displays the snapshot of the dipolar pattern in a (010) and (001)
plane, respectively, in this relaxed supercell (see three-dimensional
(3D) plots in Supplement Materials). These figures indicate that
our chosen supercell contains two ferroelectric domains that
alternate along the pseudo-cubic [100] direction and that possess
local dipoles being oriented along the pseudo-cubic [111] and [1-
1-1] direction, respectively. The two ferroelectric domain walls are
numerically found to be rather narrow and involve the 10th and
11th (100) Bi planes, and the 20th and (periodically repeating) 1st
(100) Bi planes, respectively, as shown by red lines in Fig. 1a, b.
Moreover, the tilting oxygen octahedral pattern adopts two
different domains because of its known correlation with electric
dipoles (that favor oxygen octahedra to tilt about the polarization
axis),35,36 as depicted in Fig. 1c, d: one for which the pseudo-
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Fig. 1 Snapshots of the electric dipoles (a, b) and AFD patterns (c, d) in our 109° domain, as calculated in the present study for a time t=
500 ps and an ac electric field of 0.2
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vectors ωi are parallel or anti-parallel to the the [111] pseudo-cubic
direction and another one for which ωi is oriented along [−111] or
[1-1-1]. Figure 1c, d further indicates that the walls of these two
AFD domains are narrow as well. The relaxed local dipole and
tilting patterns depicted in Fig. 1 are similar to the lowest-in-
energy 109° domains structure obtained from first principles in ref.
17. In particular, our computations and first-principles results both
indicate that the dipoles located on the right side of the domain
walls (e.g., layers 1 and 11 in our cases) have z-components of the
dipoles that are smaller in magnitude than the other layers.
Regarding the 71° domains, we model them by choosing a 24 ×

24 × 6 supercell that contains four different dipolar domains
alternating along the [110] pseudo-cubic direction, as indicated in
Fig. 2a, b (see 3D plots in Supplement Materials). Two of these
domains have a polarization pointing along the pseudo-cubic
[111] direction and are separated from each other by the other
two domains for which the electric dipoles point along the
pseudo-cubic [11-1] direction. The existence of these four dipolar
domains, altogether with the coupling between local dipoles and
oxygen octahedral tiltings, also led us to choose AFD patterns that
are also forming four different domains: two for which ωi are
parallel or anti-parallel to the the pseudo-cubic [111] direction
versus two others for which the AFD pseudo-vector lies either
parallel or antiparallel to the pseudo-cubic [11-1] direction. It is
interesting to realize that the relaxation of our supercell leads to
walls of the dipolar and antiferrodistortive patterns for the 71°
domains that are wider than those of the 109° domains, with some
layers adopting rather small z-components of their electric dipoles
or AFD vectors (see the Bi-layers 6, 7, 19 and 20 in Fig. 2a having
smaller z-component of the local modes, or the Fe-layers 5, 6, 18
and 19 in Fig. 2c having weaker oxygen octahedra tilting about

the z-axis). The local dipole and tilting patterns shown in Fig. 2 are
also consistent with the first-principles work of ref. 17, and already
point out to some differences (related to the width of the domain
wall) between 109° and 71° domains—as also noted in a recent
work.37

The domains’ energies are numerically found to be equal to 73
and 207 mJ/m2 for our relaxed 109° and 71° domains, respectively.
These predictions agree rather well with the corresponding ab
initio values of 53 and 62mJ/m2 for the 109° domains’ energy
versus 156 and 167mJ/m2 for the 71° domains’ energy,16,17

especially when realizing that the precise value of the domain
energy is rather sensitive to technical details (for instance, ref. 17

found that the 71° domains’ energy can increase from 167 to
197mJ/m2 using the same functional within density functional
theory but with different ab initio codes). The fact that our
predictions provide a smaller domains’ energy for the 109°
domains than the 71° domains is also consistent with the fact that
the former domains are more often observed than the latter in
BFO.38,39

Displacement currents
We now subject our two investigated domains to an external ac
electric field having a 2.5 GHz frequency and that is oriented along
the pseudo-cubic [111] direction, and allow these domains to relax
under this field. This frequency of 2.5 GHz is chosen in order that it
is small enough to be far away from resonant phonon frequencies
(that are typically in the THz regime) while it is large enough to be
treatable by our MD simulations (recall that a typical timescale for
molecular dynamics is the picosecond). The magnitude of this
electric field is chosen to be 0:2

ffiffiffi
3

p
´ 108 V/m, because we
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Fig. 2 Same as Fig. 1 but for a 71° domain. Note the broader domain walls for the 71° domain with respect to the 109° domain case
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numerically found that it is weak enough to prevent the domain
walls from moving from one plane to another. The MD simulations
run over 1,000,000 steps, each lasting 0.5 fs. We calculate the
averaged local mode in all the different Bi planes being parallel to
the domain walls at each of these MD steps, and further average
them over time intervals corresponding to 40,000 MD steps. The
resulting quantity is denoted <ul>, where the l integer indexes the
different aforementioned Bi planes. One can then determine the
difference Δ <ul> between <ul>’s of nearest time intervals (each
including 40,000 MD steps). On the basis of this calculation, we
estimate the displacement current in each layer jl ¼ ΔPl=Δt =
Z�e
a2

Δ ulh i
40000 ´ 0:5 fs, where Z* is the Born effective charge associated with

the local mode, e is the electronic charge and a is the 5-atom
lattice constant. Pl is the polarization associated with layer l. Note
that the displacement current should also theoretically involve
ϵ0ΔE/Δt, where ϵ0 is the permittivity of vacuum and E is the
electric field. However, such latter contribution is numerically
found to be about three orders of magnitude smaller than that
stemming from the temporal change in polarization alone, and is
thus neglected here.
Let us first concentrate on the longitudinal and transverse

components of the jl’s for the 109° domains, respectively, under
the aforementioned ac electric field. The longitudinal components
are denoted as jl,long and correspond to current being along the
pseudo-cubic [100] direction (that is along the direction of
alternance of the 109° domains), while the selected transverse
components, to be coined jl,trans, are chosen to be along the
pseudo-cubic [011] direction for these 109° domains. We
numerically found that the time evolutions of both jl,long and jl,
trans for any layer l are well described by the functions Alsin(2πνact
+ ϕl), where νac is the 2.5 GHz frequency of the applied field and
where Al and ϕl are shown in Fig. 3a, b, respectively, as a function
of the layer index for both the longitudinal and transverse
components of jl. Figure 3a (see 3D plots in Supplement Materials)
reveals that the Bi layers that exhibit the largest amplitude Al of
the displacement current in the 109° domains, both for the
longitudinal and transverse components, are those located within
the domain walls (e.g., layer 1 for jl,long and layers 1 and 11 for jl,
trans) while the layers being inside the domains respond much less
to the ac electric field. The displacement current is thus rather
selective of its location in BFO since it prefers to be enhanced in
the domain walls rather than within the domains. One can also
note that Fig. 3a further shows that the largest amplitude of jl,long
is at least two times smaller than the maximum Al of jl,trans in the
109° domains, therefore implying that it is more difficult to alter
the component of the dipoles that is along (rather than
perpendicular to) the normal of the domain walls. Figure 3b
further indicates that ϕl is rather close to π/2 (in radians) for any
layer l and for both the longitudinal and transverse components of
the displacement current. As a result and once realizing that the
applied ac electric field evolves in time as sin(2πνact), both jl,long
and jl,trans of the domains’ layers follow more or less the time
derivative of the electric field rather than the field itself. Such
feature is consistent with the fact that the displacement current is
related to the time derivative of the polarization (note that the
small difference between the precise values of ϕl shown in Fig. 3b
and π/2 is characteristic of a weak loss).
Let us now concentrate on the current displacements for the

71° domains for the same electric field of 0:2
ffiffiffi
3

p
´ 108 V/m applied

along the pseudo-cubic [111] direction. Its longitudinal compo-
nents are now along the pseudo-cubic [110] direction (which is
the direction of the alternance of the domains), while the chosen
transverse components lie along the pseudo-cubic [001] direction
(these transverse components correspond to the r subscript in ref.
37). We numerically found that jl,long and jl,trans also behave as a
function of time as Alsin(2πνact+ ϕl) for any layer l, with the
resulting Al amplitude and ϕl angle being displayed as a function
of the layer index in Fig. 3c, d, respectively (see 3D plots in

Supplement Materials). The 71° domains exhibit some similarities
with the previous case of 109° domains. For example, (1) the
largest Al amplitudes of the transverse components of the jl’s in
the 71° domains still occur for some domain walls’ layers (e.g.,
layers 6 and 20 for both jl,trans and jl,long); (2) the maximal
amplitudes of the jl,trans currents are much stronger, by a ratio of
about 8 now, than those of jl,long; and (3) both jl,trans and jl,long
continue to nearly follow the time derivative of the electric field
(since, once again, the ϕl angles of Fig. 3d are all close to π/2 in
radians). There are, however, also some differences with the
aforementioned case of the 109° domains. For instance, there are
more layers that adopt an enhancement of the amplitude of jl,trans
with respect to the value adopted by the transverse component of
the displacement current at the heart of the domains in the 71°
domains. As a matter of fact, layers 5, 6, 7, 8, 18, 19, 20 and 21 all
have an Al of jl,trans that is at least four times as large as that of the
internal layer 12, while only the layers 1 and 11 have an amplitude
of jl,trans that is stronger by a ratio of about 4 with respect to that of
layers being deep inside domains (such as the layer 5) in the 109°
domain case. Such difference originates from the fact that the 71°
domain walls are broader as compared to the 109° domain walls,
as seen by comparing Figs. 1a and 2a and as also emphasized in
ref. 37. One can also note that the Al’s of the longitudinal
components of the jl’s are much smaller by at least a factor of 2 for
any layer located at the domain walls in the 71° domains than in
the 109° domains, which implies that it is typically more difficult to
change the dipoles along the longitudinal direction at the 71°
domain walls as compared to 109° domain walls.

Microscopic origins
Let us now try to find the effects responsible for striking features
displayed in Fig. 3a, c, namely the facts that (1) the transverse
displacement current is enhanced at the domain walls for both the
71° and 109° domains, and (2) jl,trans is much stronger than jl,long at
these domain walls. For that, we decided to compute a physical
quantity that can be taken to correspond to the individual dielectric
response of layer l and which is defined (based on analogy with the
formula known for the total dielectric response28,40,41) as :

χ l;αβ νð Þ ¼ Cl
T

dl;αðtÞdl;βðtÞ
� �þ i2πν

Z1

0

dtei2πνt dl;αðtÞdl;βð0Þ
� �

2
4

3
5;

(1)

where ν is the frequency, α and β define Cartesian components and
T is temperature, dl,α(t) is the averaged local mode of layer l along
the pseudocubic direction α at time t and “<‥>” indicates statistical
average. Note that Cl is a normalization coefficient that is chosen
such as, for the 71° and 109° domains, the largest peak of the
imaginary part of χl has an unity value in some domain wall layers.
Figure 4a, b reports the imaginary part of χl,αα of layer 5 of the

109° domains as a function of frequency, with α corresponding to
the [100] longitudinal and [011] transverse direction, respectively.
Such layer 5, that lies deep inside a domain (see Fig. 1a), has
significant peaks in its individual dielectric response along the
longitudinal direction at ≃125, 201, 226 and 247 cm−1 and also
exhibits another strong peak near 149 cm−1 for the χl,αα associated
with the transverse direction. All these peaks are rather close to
those located at 151, 176, 240 and 263 cm−1 in ref.28, and which
correspond to phonon modes of E, A1, E and A1 symmetry,
respectively, in BFO bulk. In other words, one can posit that the
layers lying inside domains in the 109° configuration adopt
vibrations that are derived from those of the bulk. Such bulk-like
modes can also be found when looking at Fig. 4c that displays the
imaginary part of the individual dielectric response of layer 1
(which now lies inside the domain wall) of the 109° arrangement
along the longitudinal direction. On the other hand, Fig. 4c further
indicates the occurrence of a small and new peak at about
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50 cm−1 for this longitudinal response of layer 1 while Fig. 4d
reveals that the imaginary part of the transverse dielectric
response of this layer 1 possesses a strong peak close to
≃50 cm−1 too. The emergence of these low-frequency peaks
indicate the formation of new soft vibrations that facilitate the
change in electric dipoles at the walls of the 109° domains that,
e.g., explains why Al of layer 1 is large for both the longitudinal
and transverse current displacements (see Fig. 3a). These soft
vibrations can be thought to characterize dynamics of soliton-
like42 or kink-like objects43 since such types of dynamics are
usually associated with domain walls’ motions. Note also that the
fact that the ≃50 cm−1 peak of Fig. 4c, d has a larger intensity for
the transverse direction than the longitudinal direction correlates
with the enhancement of the amplitude of jl,trans with respect to
the amplitude of jl,long for layer 1 (see Fig. 3a). Surprisingly, while
the authors of ref. 37 also found bulk-like modes in 109° domains
of BFO via the use of shell-model calculations, they did not predict
the existence of any low-frequency optical mode there. We
therefore wonder if their structure for the walls of 109° domains
differs from our predicted one shown in Fig. 1 and thus also from
that determined by ab initio calculations.17

Similar to the left column of Fig. 4, its right column also presents
the imaginary part of χl,αα as a function of frequency but for the
71° domains. More precisely, Fig. 4e, f shows the longitudinal and
transverse individual dielectric response, respectively, of layer 12,
which is located inside a domain of the 71° configuration.
Moreover, Fig. 4g, h illustrates χl,αα along the longitudinal [110]

and transverse [001] direction, respectively, in the layer 6 that
belongs to a domain wall of the 71° domains (see Fig. 2a). Some
bulk-like high-frequency peaks can be seen in Fig. 4e, f for the
internal layer 12, such as a mode at 203 cm−1 for the longitudinal
response and a mode with a frequency of 138 cm−1 for the
transverse response. Interestingly, the strongest peaks of the
imaginary part of the longitudinal individual response of the
domain wall layer 6 also have high frequencies, namely ranging
between ≃125 and ≃200 cm−1. This feature correlates well with
the facts that the amplitude of the longitudinal jl,long: (1) is nearly
the same in the layers belonging to domains or lying inside walls
in the 71° configuration; (2) is also rather close to the Al of the
transverse jl,trans of layers being inside domains (see Fig. 3c). In
contrast, Fig. 4h reveals that the transverse part of χl,αα for the
domain wall layer 6 exhibits low-frequency vibrations, with two
significant peaks at about 24 and 35 cm−1. Such frequencies are
even smaller than those about 50 cm−1 associated with the “kink-
like” response of the domain wall of the 109° configuration
displayed in Fig. 4d. They are in fact closer to the inhomogeneous
phason-like vibration of about 10 cm−1 predicted to occur in ref. 37

for the 71° domains. Such low-frequency modes are also in line
with the enhancement of the amplitude of jl,trans depicted in Fig.
3c for the domain wall layers in the 71° domains, and were also
proposed to explain the large zz component of the static dielectric
response recently reported in ref. 37 for these domains (recall that
our transverse component lies along the z-axis in the 71°
domains).
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DISCUSSION
Let us first indicate that atomistic simulations have the tendency
to overestimate measured fields. For instance, ref. 44 reported an
overestimation of a factor of about 20 in BiFeO3-related system. As
a result, our simulated field of 2

ffiffiffi
3

p
´ 107 V=m likely corresponds to

an experimental field of about 1.5 MV/m. Note that such rescaled
field of 1.5 MV/m is in fact smaller than the measured fields of
20–25 MV/m leading to a polarization switching in BFO45,46 (note
also that further simulations we performed do confirm that a
theoretical dc field of 2

ffiffiffi
3

p
´ 107 V=m is too small to switch the

polarization). Moreover, we used an ac field of 2
ffiffiffi
3

p
´ 107 of

magnitude for two main reasons: (1) employing smaller fields
leads to a response that is rather noisy and thus from which it is
difficult to extract reliable data; and (2) employing larger fields
(e.g.,

ffiffiffi
3

p
´ 108 V=m) was found to move the domain walls from

one plane to another, rather than to have them to fluctuate
around given, fixed planes.
Let us now start from the discussion of the significance of the

soft modes located on DWs for the displacement current. Low-
frequency modes were found when modeling BFO domains
within shell model calculations37 and when modeling domains
and DWs’ dynamics in an hexagonal manganate oxide20 by
employing a one-dimensional model Hamiltonian. In particular,
Wu et al.20 assumed that the electric current should also have a
peak at the frequency of these modes, but did not provide
arguments to explain why. In fact, such arguments can be
provided based on the use of the displacement current. For that,
let us take an electric field of the form E= E0exp(iωt) and a
resulting polarization of the form P= P0exp(iωt). The resulting
current density is j ¼ dP

dt ¼ P0iωexpðiωtÞ. Moreover, one can write
the dielectric response as χ ¼ dP

ε0dE
= dP

ε0dt
dt
dE ¼ P0

ε0E0
, where ϵ0 is

vacuum permittivity. As a result, a divergence in dielectric
response at some resonant frequency will generate a divergence
of P0, which will in turn induce a divergence in the current density.
Moreover, away from these resonances, χ and P0 will be much
smaller and j will then linearly increase with the ω frequency from
a constant finite value inherent to dc current.
Let us now compare the magnitude of the current density

obtained in several experiments on different materials with our
present calculations. For instance, the authors of ref. 20 used the
scanning impedance microscope to measure the current near the
DWs in some hexagonal manganite oxides. They found that the
conductivity at 1 GHz is equal to 400 S/m, when the magnitude of
the electric field under the tip is 106 V/m. The resulting current
density is j= σE= 4 × 108 A/m2. Interestingly, ref. 19 obtained a
similar estimate of the current density in Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 and BFO, as
measured by scanning impedance microscope at 3 GHz.19

Strikingly, Fig. 3a, b indicates that we predict (longitudinal)
current density of the order of 8–9 × 108 A/m2 for 109° DWs and
4 × 108 A/m2 for 71° DWs for BFO at similar frequency (namely,
2.5 GHz). It thus appears that our results are comparable with the
the experiments of refs. 19,20. However, we should mention that
the interpretations of the data in refs.19,20 differ from ours. Indeed,
the study of ref. 20 relates the microwave current to the DW’
sliding mode, which corresponds to the acoustic vibrations of the
DW, while the other study of ref. 19 relates this current to the
charges emerging on the DW due to their roughening near point
defects. In contrast, our calculations reveal the existence of a soft
optical mode related to the DW vibrations in order to explain our
predicted current density.
Let us now try to compare our results with the experiment of ref.

11 on BFO where an ac field was superimposed to a dc electric
field.11 In such case, both electronic and bound charges
conductivity can in principle contribute to the measured current.
Ref. 11 applies an ac field of the order of 106 V/m with frequency in
the range of 200–350 kHz, and at the same time applies a dc field
ranging between 107 and 108 V/m. Then, a current of 0.08–1 nA is

measured at 109° domains in ref. 11. Similar orders of magnitude
have been obtained in some other studies: for instance, ref. 3

observes a 9 nA current at 109° domains in ultra-high vacuum in a
La-doped BFO thin film under an applied bias of roughly 3.1 × 107

V/m. Let us thus estimate the current I induced in our studied 109°
domain walls: our calculations predict a displacement current of
8 × 108 A/m2 for a applied electric field of ≃3.5 × 107 V/m magni-
tude. Choosing a perpendicular area equal to 1 nm× 10 nm, where
1 nm roughly corresponds to the width of this domain wall (as
consistent with Fig. 1a) and 10 nm is the length disturbed by the
application of a tip in ref. 11, provides an ac I current of 8 nA
magnitude. Now, it is important to realize that, due to technical
constraints, our simulation was performed with an applied
frequency of 2.5 GHz. In contrast, a smaller 350 kHz frequency
was applied in the experiment of ref. 11. Remembering that the
displacement current jD / ∂P

∂t / �i2πνP for a harmonic excitation of
frequency ν, we can estimate the displacement current at the
frequency applied in ref. 11 to be jD(350 kHz)≈ jD(2.5 GHz) × 350kHz

2:5GHz
which eventually results in a I current of 1.1 pA. This is roughly three
to one orders of magnitude smaller than values measured in
different experiments for similar electric field amplitude.2–4,11 As a
result, low-frequency conductivity is most likely associated with
electronic features such as possible band-gap reduction,3 Schottky
barrier lowering by defects,47,48 increased concentration of free
carriers at the domain wall caused by flexoelectric and deformation
potential effects of curved domain walls49 or defect accumula-
tion.2,3 In other words, ionic contributions should be negligible in
the frequency range investigated by those works.
However, although bound charges conductivity may not be

important at low frequencies, they become sizable contributions
at larger ones, according to the presently reported simulations. As
a matter of fact and as discussed in the previous paragraph, the
estimated I current of 8 nA at 2.5 GHz is of the same order of
magnitude or even larger than the measured dc currents reported
in the literature for similar applied electric fields.2,4,11,48 This opens
the way towards the design of fast nanoscale electronic circuits
operating in the GHz or THz range, and in which currents would
be confined in the domain wall. To that end, the existence of
resonance modes intrinsic to the domain wall, as discussed
previously, could be particularly helpful. We also note that the
sizable contribution of displacement currents at large frequencies
(or small time scales) can possibly explain the large transient
enhancement of the current observed upon application of an
electric field pulse of magnitude 0.4 × 107 V/m in 109° domain
walls (see Fig. 2b of ref. 11). Note also that we conducted
simulations with larger electric fields (

ffiffiffi
3

p
´ 108 and 5

ffiffiffi
3

p
´ 108 V/m

for 71° and 109° domains respectively), and found (not shown
here) that temporal jumps in the displacement current appeared
due to the motion of the domain wall. These transient currents are
one order of magnitude larger than those reported here in Fig. 3
for smaller electric fields, and may very well participate to the
transient current peaks observed in ref. 11 too.
It is also worthwhile to indicate that our calculations

corresponding to Fig. 3 indicate that the 109° and 71° domain
walls should produce roughly the same amount of I current.
Indeed, comparing Fig. 3a, c indicates that the maximal Al’s for the
transverse components of the current displacements in the
domain walls are smaller by a factor of around 2 in the 71°
domains with respect to those of the 109° domains. Such decrease
of the maximal amplitude of jl,trans by a factor of 2, accompanied
by an enhancement of the domain wall width by about a factor of
2 (compare Figs. 1a and 2a), when going from the 109° to 71°
domain walls, lead to an estimated maximal transverse I current
being in fact similar in these two domain walls (provided the AFM
tip is larger than the width of both domain walls). As a result, the
transverse dynamical conductivity should be of the same order of
magnitude in these two types of domains. This prediction
contrasts with experiments demonstrating much larger (dc-like)
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conductivity of the 109° domains with respect to the 71°
domains50 or even no conductivity at all in these latter domains.2

Note, however, that there exist contradictory reports of the
conduction state of the 71° domain wall that have, for instance,
been found in ref. 4, further pointing at a possible important
contribution of the defect accumulation at neutral domain wall to
conductivity18,51 (note that the presence of defects may impede
the observation of the intrinsic displacement current19). On the
other hand, we predict here that enhanced displacement current
can intrinsically exist in both 109° and 71° domains in the GHz and
above regimes as no defects or interfaces were considered in our
calculations. In other words, this intrinsic effect should be rather
robust against material synthesis and processing.
In summary, we conducted atomistic simulations to investigate

intrinsic displacement currents in neutral 109° and 71° domains of
BFO in the GHz range. It is predicted that such displacement
currents, especially their transverse component, are rather
significant at the domain walls, as a result of localized low-
frequency optical vibrations. In particular, the corresponding
intrinsic polarization-originating I current can be as large as, or
even larger than, the likely electronic-driven and extrinsic current
reported for static or kHz conditions. Such finding may open the
door for the realization of new devices operating in the GHz or
THz range.

METHODS
Here, we use the effective Hamiltonian scheme that has been documented
in detail in ref. 26. Technically, such scheme is presently implemented in a
Molecular Dynamics technique (see refs. 27,28 for more details).

Data availability
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available within the paper and its supplementary information file.
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